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OAK & EARTH
CANDLE PROJECT
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A female-led initiative!

Oak & Earth is a social enterprise with a simple goal;
improving the lives of others. We create handcrafted soy
candles that promote Indigenous culture by sharing
language and other cultural aspects. Our team has
developed a partnership with a local nonprofit called the
Fraser River Indigenous Society (FRIS). 

This project acknowledges the united nation's
sustainable development goals (SDG) #3 and #13.

OUR IMPACT
Through our partnership with FRIS, the profits we share are
then invested into various programs, events and workshops
that directly benefit the Indigenous community. Oak & Earth
has also embraced Indigenization by integrating culture into
our products. We have included Indigenous language on our
labels, allowing FRIS to name our products.

$1,448 in sales
revenue generated

8.2lbs of carboard
waste reduced

88.8lbs of CO2
emissions diverted 

"[I would like to] thank the Enactus team for bringing this idea to us.
As an organization and as a nonprofit, we could use all of the

support from the community to build funds to actually deliver the
services that we want to do and this is the most beautiful way to do

it. Something that we can share with the community as well."
- Ginna Berg, FRIS Executive director

from candles sold

from candles sold

107 candles
sold



BIG BRAIN LITERACY PROGRAM
(BBLP)
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A female-led initiative!

"These series of f inancial  l i teracy workshops are [going
to] do a whole lot of  help for international  students by
decreasing the amount of stress because if  they learn

how to budget accordingly,  their  qual ity of l i fe is  going
to be much better."

~ Sarah ,  UFV Global  Engagement Coordinator

Recipient of the
Co-operators
Youth Mental

Wellness Project
Accelerator!

We worked with an Indigenous Elder to
develop this content. Topics will include the
importance of financial education,
government resources/ opportunities for
financial assistance, basics of banking,
financial motivation, common frauds & scams.
We are planning on releasing this “exclusive”
workshop in the upcoming months.

The international student / immigrant
workshop has three modules: fraud and
scams, setting a budget, and adjusting to the
Canadian banking systems. BBLP has
successfully implemented our workshop into
UFV's curriculum for the benefit of the
international students.

Big Brain Literacy Program (BBLP) was founded in 2019 with the sole
purpose of improving financial education for those in need at no cost.
Since its creation, we have delivered workshops and presentations to
promote financial literacy across British Columbia. 

We want to promote financial literacy for all young
adults across British Columbia. By offering our
workshops, participants are given the tools needed
to achieve financial stability. We offer personalized
workshops for different demographics:

We have educated 183
individuals this year!

Indigenous Communitites

International Students / Immigrants

High School Students

OUR CURRICULUMS

This project acknowledges the
united nation's sustainable
development goals (SDG) #3.



THANK YOU TO
OUR PARTNERS
AND SPONSORS!
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